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Andante (slow)

When you find that life's a puzzle
You can't understand

Every story book will tell us
Skies will soon be blue,

Then it's time to look for someone
Still I find the dreams I'm dreaming

Who will understand;
Somebody who will
Never do come true;
Seems as if each to
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help you Leave all your cares behind;
-morrow Brings just another day;

do not help but doubt you when I hear you say:

Refrain In slow Fox-trot time

Some little someone is waiting for you,

smile Though the day may seem long;

6483-4 Some One
Some little someone who's lonely and blue will cheer you when things go wrong;
so when the skies above seem clouded look for the little
patch of blue,

Put your best line and hook

out, And be on the look out, For some little some-

bod-y who is Wait-ing for some-one like

1

you.

2

you.